7 of the 10 images from the Davka
Judaica graphic of the 10 plagues (the
final three plagues are in Parshat Bo) S
the MATEH, Moshe's Staff. It is burping
because IT (not the TANIN it had
changed into) ate the staffs of the
wizards S Sword for Z'RO'A N'TUYA,
the "outstretched arm" with which we
were to be taken out of Egypt S Shovel
used by the Egyptians to dig for water the only way for an Egyptian to get a
drink during the plague of Blood S The
oven is what some frogs went into,
producing a Kiddush HaShem and a
lesson to us that G-d is still in charge of
nature - He renews, every day, the acts
of Creation S Four cups of wine for the
Four Terms of Redemption S SSSJ Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry,
slogan: Let My People Go S Pictorial
representation
of
Par'o's
heart
strengthening S Emblem of the
Hogwarts School. Par'o's wizards might
have been dropouts from Hogwarts
since they were not able to cope with
the plague of KINIM (lice) S Standing
wheat and the broken barley in the
aftermath of Hail S Crocs, for crocodile,
as in the staff-turned-to-TANIN S
compass needle points "to north", in
Hebrew: EL TZAFON S C is the symbol
for carbon, the main (only?) ingredient
in the furnace soot that Moshe and
Aharon used to bring about the plague
of SH'CHIN S Flag of Vietnam. The key
makes it KINAM (key-Nam), a.k.a. KINIM,

plague #3 S Elazar b. Aharon HaKohein
married one of the daughters of
PUTI'EL; they had Pinchas. Elazar's wife
was BAT-POOH-T-L S Sports teams'
logos for AROV. Detroit Tigers
(baseball), Cincinnati Bengals (football),
Memphis Grizzlies (basketball). Grizzlies
logo is most appropriate symbol for a
plague in Egypt because Memphis was
the name of an ancient capital of lower
Egypt S Pic of snow cones - in Hebrew,
BARAD, plague #7, with the fire in it S
Lentils, arrow pointing to a single lentil,
ADASH, from Rabbi Yehuda's "code" S
Uzi and a bottle and glass of ale,
combining to UZIEL S The frog who
thinks that 2+2=5 is a DUMB
TZ'FARDEI'A (old joke) S Letter E
formed with a date palm and 3 dates is
an ITAMAR S Me'arat HaMachpeila in
Chevron, for son of K'hat S RAMZOR,
traffic light, with green for GO followed
by a tooth, in Hebrew, SHEN,
combining to GOSHEN S Livni for the
son of Gei-r'shom S PAR (bull) + O (in
sign language) S Hoover Dam is for
blood (DAM) S Scorpion was one of
the wild animal mix of AROV (based on
Rashi) S LEVII, which looks like LEVI
with an extra I - which could easily be a
typo (except we never have typos in
TT), is really L E and Roman numerals
for 7 - read it as: ELISHEVA, wife of
Aharon HaKohen S Hagar the Horrible,
comic strip character, is a spell-alike to
HAGAR, mother of Yishmael. Gimatriya
of Hagar is 208, just like Va'eira S 100°C
and 212°F are the temperatures at
which water BOILS, as in the plague of
SH'CHIN. Boils, get it? S And don't
forget the MazalPic - separate prize of
CDs for the first correct solver.

